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Music gets you up.
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Step Up to Stereo Excellence
Pioneer has an advantage few other

stereo makers can offer: our investment in

hi-- fi technology is extensive and expensive,
but because we're the world's leading
hi-- fi manufacturer, our cost-per-u- factor
is lower for considerable savings for you.
You benefit from such advanced electronic
innovations as hybrid ICs in the power
amplifier section, Pioneer-exclusiv- e ICs in

the FMAM tuner section and high-efficien- cy

circuit techniques throughout
the sensibly-price- d SX-68- 0 stereo receiver.
Power delivery is a continuous 30 watts

per channel, both channels driven into

8 ohms, from 20 to 20,000Hz, with no more
than 0.1 total harmonic distortion.
And that adds up to stereo excellence in

the reproduction of your favorite music.
Find out why more people prefer Pioneer
hear the sensational sound of the SX-68- 0.

in all other new Pioneer turntables,

Ms PL-51- 4 offers extremely high
characteristics. The kind of

"feedback" or acoustic resonance caused
by sound pressure from high-outp- ut speaker
systems, for instance, is prevented from

harming your music by a number of effective
features. "Floor howling" -t- hat caused by
vibrations of structure-floor- s, shelves, desks,
etc. -f- rom speakers, are damped before
they reach the tone arm and stylus. And they
can never spoil the near-perfe- ct operation
of the synchronous motor to cause speed
errors in the platter. A high-sensitivi- ty tone
arm, a noiseless belt-driv- e system, a conve-
nient Quick-Sta- rt mechanism and Pioneer's
time-teste- d Auto-Retu- rn arm device. They
add up to one of the highest costperform-
ance ratios available in today's sophisticated
turntables, and all are yours to enjoy in the
Pioneer PL-51- 4. WITH CARTRIDGE

The very latest Pioneer research in

acoustics and audio technology has
been applied with amazing suc-

cess in the HPM-4- 0, a 3-w-

system employing a 10-in- ch

(25cm) Carbon Fiber Blended
cone woofer-midrang- e, a
(4.5cm) tweeter and a unique
High Polymer film supertweeter.
Pioneer's application of newly-develop- ed

measuring techniques to

impulse response, accumulated
spectrum, dynamic distortion and
other acoustic phenomena has rev-
ealed new relationships to the hu-

man auditory sense. These break-

throughs of science are brilliantly
translated into new dimensions in
the art of musical reproduction in
Pioneer's all-ne- w, compact HPM-4- 0.
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OMAHA KANSAS CITY LINCOLN
8014 DODGE 8787 METCALF 2758 O ST.
OMAHA, NE. OVERLAND PK.. KS. UNCOLN MP

402-392-03- 60 913-649-17- 87 402-475-74- 84

8ANKAMCRICAW MASTER CHARGE LAVAWAY WE TAKE TRADE --INS HOURS 11 TO WEEKDAYS 10 TO 5 SATURDAYS NOON TO S SUNDAYS ALL. SALE PRICES ARE UMITEO TO CURRENT MVEMTORY


